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Montana Department of Transportation 
PO Box 201001 

Helena, MT 59620-1001 

 

 

Memorandum 
 
To:  RRC Members 

 Mike Bousliman/Deputy Director 
 Kevin Christensen/Chief Operations Officer 
 Larry Flynn, Administrator/Administration Division 
 David Kack, Director/WTI 
 Dwane Kailey, Administrator/Highways and Engineering Division 
 Kevin Kauska/Information Services Division 
 Mack Long/Director 
 Brad Marten, Administrator/Motor Carrier Services Division 
 Shane Mintz, Administrator/Glendive District 
 Bob Seliskar/FHWA 
 Rob Stapley, Administrator/Rail, Transit, and Planning Division 
 Jon Swartz, Administrator/Maintenance Division 

 
From: Susan C. Sillick, Manager 
 Research Programs 
 
Date: June 25, 2021 
 
Subject: May 26, 2021 RRC Meeting Notes 
 
Action items are in red. 
 
RRC Members Present: David Kack, Dwane Kailey, Kevin Kauska, Mack Long, Brad Marten, 
Shane Mintz, Sue Sillick, Rob Stapley and Jon Swartz 
 
Others Present: Vaneza Callejas, D.J. Berg, Jim Davies, Lisa Durbin, Robert Evans, Paul 
Hilchen, Jeff Jackson, Nicholas Jaynes, Lenci Kappes, Pat Lane, Doug McBroom, Rod Nelson, 
Jeremy Schneidt, Bill Semmens and Matt Ulberg 
 
1. 2022 FFY Work Plan (see attached): Champions presented their funding requests. 

 
The agenda included an annual evaluation form for all pooled fund projects and 
AASHTO Technical Services Programs (TSPs). It also included a funding request form for 
those projects for which funding was being requesting. Champions only presented if they 
were requesting funding.  
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POOLED FUNDS 
 
Pooled Fund Solicitation 1547: Building Information Modeling (BIM) for Infrastructure 

 
Pat Lane attended this meeting to present this project for funding.  
 
This project will serve as the mechanism for stakeholders to work collaboratively to 
advance BIM for Infrastructure. This will involve building off the foundational work that 
was charted out in the BIM National Strategic Work Plan, with emphasis on increasing 
coordination and awareness of BIM technologies and activities. 
 
This pooled fund will allow for continued development of civil BIM best practices and 
workflows affecting bridges, hydraulics, and hydrology; highway and facility design; 
materials and construction; pavement design, management, and performance; planning 
and administration; soils, geology, and geotech foundations. By participating in the 
pooled fund, MDT will also have the ability to influence decisions that drive innovations 
and direction for Digital Delivery at a national level. MDT will have a front row seat for 
capturing best practices, as well as recommending our enhancements to others. 
 
This pooled fund will coordinate with efforts of TPF-5(372) focusing on BIM for Bridges 
and Structures. 
 
The commitment amount for this pooled fund study is $30,000/year for three years (FFY 
2022-2024). Iowa DOT leads the study.  
 
TPF-5(376): Northwest Passage 
 
Doug McBroom, standing in for Mike Warren, requested $25,000/year for three years. 
MDT has been a partner in this study, lead by Minnesota DOT, for the last four years. The 
vision of the North/West Passage (NWP) Corridor is to focus on developing effective 
methods for sharing, coordinating, and integrating traveler information and operational 
activities across state and provincial borders. The vision provides a framework to guide 
the states’ future projects in the corridor. 
 
Montana benefits through networking and peer discussions. Information and experiences 
from our partnering states was incorporated into the recently launched Transportation 
Management Center. Looking to the future, the group is evaluating projects on 
platooning, situational data exchange, resource recruitment and retention, 
standardization of terminology, small cell deployment, work zone data exchange, and 
many other topics.  

 

TPF-5(385): Pavement Structural Evaluation with Traffic Speed Deflection Devices 

(TSDDs) 
DJ Berg attended this meeting to present this proposal for funding. 
 
The objective of this pooled-fund project is to establish a research consortium focused on 
providing participating agencies guidelines on how to specify collection and use data 
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collected with Traffic Speed Deflectometer Devices (TSDDs) for network- and project-
level (if feasible) pavement management applications. Specific tasks within this multi-year 
program will be developed in cooperation with the consortium participants. In addition, 
the consortium will also provide participating agencies with a mechanism to conduct pilot 
demonstration testing in their respective networks. 
 
MDT is interested in participating in this study to evaluate TSDDs technology for decision 
making in the Pavement Analysis Unit. 
 
The commitment amount for this pooled fund study is $45,000/year for three years. 
Virginia  
 
DOT leads the study. 

 
TPF-5(394): Western Maintenance Partnership 
 
Doug McBroom requested $5,000/year for three years. MDT has been a partner in this 
study for the last three years.  
 
The Western Maintenance Partnership (WMP) allows states to share experience, 
innovations, expertise, and solutions in maintaining highway assets. 
 
MDT SOLICITATION 
 
22-008: Aging Conditions for Hot Mix Asphalt Cracking Test 

Jim Davies, standing in for Oak Metcalfe, attended this meeting to present this project to 
the RRC for approval to move this project to the Technical Panel Stage. 
 
This project will look at the effect of chip seals on the long-term aging of asphalt. 
Cracking, either due to reflection, fatigue and/or low temperature, is one of major 
distresses of asphalt pavements. Like many other agencies, Montana Department of 
Transportation (MDT) is considering implementing laboratory cracking performance 
test(s) into the hot mix asphalt design process to ensure that asphalt mix to be used for 
construction is cracking resistant. One of the key components of the cracking test(s) is the 
aging condition of asphalt mix prior to the tests. Aging level greatly affects the cracking 
test results and, therefore, needs to be determined before an acceptance threshold of 
cracking index is established as a specification. The aging level of asphalt mix in the 
laboratory needs to match that of asphalt materials in the field at the time of occurrence of 
pavement cracking. The 5-day aging at 95 Celsius (or 12 hours at 135 Celsius) simulates 
field aging of 7~10 years of asphalt surface layer. However, MDT often places chip seal 
within one year after the asphalt paving. The presence of chip seal significantly reduces 
the aging of underlying asphalt mix, based on previous studies. Therefore, determination 
of appropriate aging condition of asphalt mix that is suitable for MDT paving practices 
and for climatic conditions in Montana is greatly needed before a specification of cracking 
test(s) can be developed. 
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The total project budget is $75,000. The estimated project period is 11 months. 
 

22-012: Development of P-Y Curves for Analysis of Laterally Loaded Piles in Montana 

Paul Hilchen attended this meeting to present this project to the RRC for approval to 
move this project to the Technical Panel Stage. 
 
P-Y means load vs deflection on a pile. Piles are usually limited in design by the lateral 
loading vs the actual loading. It would be beneficial to MDT to test some of these soils in 
centrifuge and then use the data to improve design and efficiencies. The benefits of the 
research are to identify available methods for the development of P-Y curves and to 
determine which is the most appropriate for the soil conditions encountered in Montana. 
The results of this research will lead to more accurate prediction of pile response and less 
conservative design of pile foundations and improve the safety and economy of pile 
foundations. 
 
The total project budget is $267,000. The estimated project period is 43 months. 

 
22-013: Evaluate MDT Electrified Wildlife Deterrent Mats 

Bill Semmens, filling in for Deb Wambach, attended this meeting to present this project to 
the RRC for approval to move this project to the Technical Panel Stage. 

 
This research will study the effectiveness of embedded electrified concrete mat in 
deterring wildlife from entering the fenced road corridor; wildlife behavior at the mats 
and the end of the fencing; and the performance of the wildlife deterrent mats under 
various environmental conditions. The research will use analytic software and thermal 
imaging to recognize wildlife and trigger video recording. This is an important 
component of the research as the research focuses on the roadway and screening the 
traffic vehicles from animal movement is critical to efficient and accurate analysis. Video 
clips will allow researchers to conduct qualitative and quantitative data analysis of the 
interaction between wildlife, roads, and electrified mats. Imaging would observe wildlife 
behavior at a) the right of way (approach to the road), b) the roadway, and c) the 
electrified mat. 
 
Bill noted that the budget looked at the worst-case scenario of leasing equipment versus 
purchasing the equipment and that two types of highways, Thompson Falls and Toston, 
were being considered. 
 
Sue added that although it is lower cost to purchase the equipment, there is a requirement 
where steel is involved in the equipment that it must be made in the U.S. Sue also asked 
Bill if he could provide a cost breakdown per location. Bill clarified that the electrified mat 
company is certified U.S. steel. He also stated that the equipment costs would be half for 
only one site. 
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Dwane Kailey noted that he had a plan to cover the budget if the project is approved and 
that it was important to have a proper evaluation of wildlife mats.  

 
Dwane asked Bill about this proposed study and other wildlife mat research. Bill 
explained that the previous research looked at original smaller rubberized mats. This 
research will evaluate the newer concrete mat technology. 
 
John Swartz asked Dwane about possibly funding the Toston location through the Toston 
project. 
 
The total project budget is $442,000, including equipment leasing. If the equipment were 
to be purchased, the total cost would be about $364,000. The estimated project period is 24 
months. 

 
22-014: Organization and Analysis of Measurement While Drilling (WMD) Data 

Nick Jaynes attended this meeting to present this project to the RRC for approval to move 
this project to the Technical Panel Stage. 
 
Obtaining sufficient and reliable in-situ geologic substrate data and characterizing the 
subsurface conditions for engineering design purposes has always been a challenge to the 
natural resources and civil engineering industries. Availability and accuracy of such 
information is key, however, for successful planning, design, construction, and operation 
of many engineering projects including transportation infrastructure. Measurement While 
Drilling (MWD) technology has shown a lot of potential for improving the subsurface 
characterization process in some industries. Since the 1980s, for example, MWD has been 
critical to the development of directional drilling within the petroleum industry. In the 
geotechnical engineering industry, however, MWD technology is in its early research 
stages. 
 
The challenges with MWD technology include a combination of organizing large amounts 
of collected data and correlating this data to the desired subsurface characteristics such as 
the subsurface soil and rock strength parameters. Finding meaningful and reliable 
correlations is especially challenging as the multivariable nature of such correlations will 
not allow the simple regression analyses to be used. These challenges could be addressed 
by creating a database and using Machine Learning (ML) methods such as Artificial 
Neural Networks (ANNs), and Deep Learning (DL) algorithms. 
 
The outcome of this research project is the development of predictive models that can be 
used to organize, analyze, and interpret the MWD data. The interpretation of the data will 
include newly developed correlations between MWD data and subsurface strength and 
index properties. The models can then be readily used to optimize the number of required 
subsurface exploration locations, improve project understanding, and potentially reduce 
the number of change orders. Therefore, there is no known implementation barriers for 
this project. 
 
The total project budget is $168,000. The estimated project period is 24 months. 
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22-016: Drone-enabled Subgrade and Embankment Assessment 

Robert Evans attended this meeting to present this project to the RRC for approval to 
move this project to the Technical Panel Stage. 
 
Drone-enabled platforms and sensors have sufficiently advanced that they can now 
provide useful on geotechnical issues such as unstable soils in pavement subgrades and 
within embankment fills. This research would deploy multiple sensors to assess 
dispersive soils and frozen ground at regional and corridor scales for MDT managed 
roadways. 
 
The total project budget is $331,000. The estimated project period is 12-24 months. 

 

Dwane Kailey noted that he wanted to put the 22-016 drone proposal on hold to not only 

free up funding for the other requested projects, but also give MDT time needed to work 

out the drone housing and management plan. Sue will send an email to the RRC members 

and District Administrators to make sure the majority wants to move forward with the 

other projects. 
 

 
Sue will send an email to the RRC and the District Administrators for a vote as to 
whether each should move forward. 
 

2. Budget Report: Attached 
 
Dwane Kailey mentioned that the legislature didn’t pass the budget request for research but 
that they would work to shore up that hole coming into the next fiscal year. 
 
3. Research Projects – current listing 

a. New Traffic Safety Culture Pooled Fund Projects and Update 
i. Resources and Tools to Reduce Multi-risk Driving Behaviors 

ii. Review of Methods to Change Beliefs 
 
No discussion on current listings. 
 
4. Reports:  Available (except progress reports) on Research website 
 

a. Alkali-Silica Reactivity in the State of Montana (18-018) – Quarterly Progress Reports 
b. Bridge Deck Cracking Evaluation (19-019) – Monthly Progress Reports 
c. Concrete-Filled Steel Tube to Concrete Pile Cap Connection – Further 

Evaluation/Improvement of Analysis/Design Methodologies (18-017) – Task 2 and 
Quarterly Progress Reports 

d. Consultant Research Project Managers – Monthly Progress Reports 
e. Developing a Methodology for Safety Improvements on Low-Volume Roads in Montana 

(19-005) – Task 7 and Quarterly Progress Reports 

http://www.mdt.mt.gov/other/webdata/external/research/docs/act_research_proj.pdf
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/trafficsafety-rrb.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/trafficsafety-cb.shtml
http://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/sub_listing.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/mat/alkali_silica.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/const/deckcracking.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/structures/seismic.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/structures/seismic.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/planning/lvr-safety.shtml
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f. Development of Deterioration Curves for Bridge Elements in Montana (20-011) - Task 2 
and Quarterly Progress Reports 

g. Effective Wildlife Fences through Better Functioning Barriers at Access Roads and Jump-
Outs (21-011) – Quarterly Progress Report 

h. Effectiveness of Highway Safety Public Education at Montana Motor Vehicle Division 
and Vehicle Registration Stations by Streaming a Variety of Safety Content (19-001) - 
Task 2 and Quarterly Progress Reports 

i. Evaluation of Thin Polymer Overlays for Bridge Decks (19-107) - Monthly Progress 
Reports 

j. Feasibility of Non-Proprietary Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) for Use in 
Highway Bridges in Montana – Phase 2: Field Application (18-016) – Final Report and 
Final Presentation 

k. Feasibility of Non-Proprietary Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) for Use in 
Highway Bridges in Montana: Implementation (21-016) – Kick-Off Meeting Notes and 
Quarterly Progress Report 

l. A Feasibility Study of Road Culvert Bridge Deck Deicing Using Geothermal Energy (20-
008) – Task 1 and Quarterly Progress Reports 

m. Icy Road Forecast and Alert (IcyRoad): Validation and Refinement Using MDT RWIS 
Data (20-014) - Quarterly Progress Reports 

n. Large-Scale Laboratory Testing of Geosynthetics in Roadway Applications (18-007) – 
Final Report and Final Presentation 

o. LTAP – Quarterly Progress Reports 
p. Monitoring Streamflow Using Video Equipment (19-011) - Quarterly Progress Reports 
q. Numerical Modeling of the Test Pit for Falling Weight Deflectometer Calibration – Task 

1 & 2 and Quarterly Progress Reports 
r. Traffic Safety Culture Pooled Fund:  

i. Guidance for Evaluating Traffic Safety Culture Strategies – Final Report, 
Guidance, Poster, and Webinar 

ii. Guidance on Messaging to Avoid Reactance and Address Moral Disengagement 
– Task 3 and Quarterly Progress Reports 

iii. Guidance to Promote Workplace Policies and Family Rules to Reduce Cell Phone 
Use While Driving and Promote Engaged Driving – Task 1, Task 2, and 
Quarterly Progress Reports 

 
No discussion on reports. 

 
5. Proposed Research Projects (attached): 

a. 2022 FY LTAP Proposal 
 
Matt Ulberg was present to request SFY 2022 funding for LTAP. He stated that the work 
plan is largely the same year to year, but they had 40% cancellation rate on planned 
activities this past year. He further added that program delivery was slightly down but 
not as much as he had anticipated with COVID restrictions. LTAP has about 215 
customers in the state and provide technical assistance, safety trainings, and webinars to 
these customers. They did 27 technical assists that were substantial.  
 

https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/structures/deterioration-curves.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/admin/wildlife-jumpouts.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/admin/wildlife-jumpouts.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/safety/safetyvideos.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/safety/safetyvideos.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/const/evaluation.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/mat/high_performance_concrete.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/mat/high_performance_concrete.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/mat/high_performance_concrete.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/mat/high_performance_concrete.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/deicing-geothermal.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/safety/icy-road-rwis.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/safety/icy-road-rwis.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/geotech/lab_testing.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/ltap/ltap.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/hyd/streamflow.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/tpfwdc.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/trafficsafety.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/trafficsafety-strategies.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/trafficsafety-reactance.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/trafficsafety-engaged.shtml
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/trafficsafety-engaged.shtml
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He spoke about some administrative concerns with the MACRS group which is being 
mitigated by putting more responsibility back on that group. Also, Matt is increasing his 
outreach now that COVID restrictions are easing. LTAP is also working with the MDT 
Bridge Bureau and planning to do more with them moving ahead. 

 
Dwane mentioned that MDT has stepped up for load rating, in conformity with Federal 
regulations, and that they are starting to load rate off-system bridges. MDT is also 
looking at applying for a raise grant for planning funds to help identify ways to address 
off-system bridges, both from a strategic standpoint and additional funding options. 
 
Sue added that there are three yearly funding sources for LTAP. FHWA and legislated 
state gas tax funding, which are pass-thru funds of $150,000 each. And lastly, MDT 
funding (SPR) at $80,000. 

 
Dwane Kailey made a motion to fund LTAP with $80,000 in SPR funds. Jon Swartz 
seconded the motion. All RRC members present voted in favor of funding the work 
plan. 

 
Sue will initiate programming and contracting LTAP. 

 
b. Ultra-High Performance Concrete Applications 

 
Lenci Kappes, as chair of the technical panel, attended this meeting to present this 
proposal, which is recommended by the project technical panel for funding. 

 
Now that the groundwork has been laid for MT-UHPC through previously funded MDT 
projects, a logical next step is to conduct a screening of potential new applications that 
can benefit future MDT Bridge Bureau projects. The primary objective of the proposed 
project is to explore applications of MT-UHPC in Montana Bridges. Specifically, this 
project will primarily focus on the use of MT-UHPC in thin-bonded deck overlays and 
will explore its use in the rehabilitation of deteriorating structural elements. Although 
the focus of the proposed research is on the experimental exploration of these potential 
new applications using MT-UHPC, it is important to note that the research will answer 
questions about UHPC in general and that any source of UHPC could be explored in the 
proposed applications. 

 
The project budget is $161,015. 
 
Dwane asked about the tensile strength of MT-UHPC. Lenci explained that the addition 
of steel fibers adds 10/20 times greater tensile strength to the material. 
 
Mack Long asked about the sourcing and type of fly ash in the mix design. Lenci 
clarified that a Class F fly ash was used, sourced by Trident in Colorado. Lenci added 
that Phase 2 showed that as long as the fly ash is Class F, they can make it work in the 
recipe. Lenci also mentioned that there are concerns with fly ash variation and sourcing. 
This research may be looking at avoiding the use of this material. 
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Dwane Kailey made a motion to approve funding for this project. The motion was 
seconded by John Swartz and all RRC members present voted in favor. The motion 
passed. 
 
Research staff will program the project and write and execute the contract. 

 
6. Implementation/Performance Measures/Technology Transfer 

a. Ultra-High Performance Concrete Phase 2 Results 
 

Lenci Kappes presented UHPC Phase 2 Results. The second phase of research built on 
the non-proprietary UHPC research already completed and focused on ensuring the 
successful application of this material in field-cast joints. The objective was achieved by 
(1) investigating the potential variability in concrete performance related to differences 
in constituent materials, (2) investigating issues related to the field batching/mixing of 
these UHPC mixes, and (3) testing rebar bond strength and studying how this will affect 
requisite development lengths. The overall conclusions of Phase 2: 

• All mixes in this study had flows between 6 and 11 inches, and respective 7- and 
28- day compressive strengths of at least 13 and 16 ksi. 

• Rebar that is embedded to depths specified by FHWA recommendations will 
yield prior to concrete bond failure. 

• This consistent/adequate performance under varying conditions indicates that 
the MT UHPC mix is suitable for field applications in Montana. 

 
The implementation phase, currently underway, is looking at implementing UHPC on 
two bridges, Trail Creek Bridges on Highway 43 West of Wisdom. 

 
7. Department/Division Hot Topics – RRC Members Roundtable Discussion 

 Mack Long extended his appreciation to everyone for the work, effort, and passion.  
 Brad Marten said he is looking forward to seeing the research move forward on some of 

these projects. 
 Shane Mintz mentioned that he became aware of a MT contractor using limestone 

instead of gravel for projects in South Dakota. He said Oak Metcalf is looking into this 
some more. Finding some other materials would be very interesting for his district. 
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Copies: Stephanie Brandenberger/Bridge Bureau Chief 
Vaneza Callejas/Consultant Research Project Manager 
Ryan Dahlke/Consultant Design Bureau Chief 
Jim Davies/Materials Bureau Chief 
Chad DeAustin/Research Section 
Bobbi deMontigny/Research Section 
Lisa Durbin/Engineering Operations Bureau Chief 
Ed Ereth/Data and Statistics Bureau Chief 
Bill Fogarty/District Administrator-Butte District 
Jason Gilliam/Right of Way Bureau Chief 
Jake Goettle/Construction Engineer 
Jeff Jackson/Geotechnical and Pavements Bureau Chief 
David Jacobs/Grants Bureau Chief 
Paul Jagoda/Construction Engineering Services Bureau Chief 
Damian Krings/Highways Bureau Chief 
Tom Martin/Environmental Services Bureau Chief 
Rod Nelson/District Administrator-Billings 
Gabe Priebe/Traffic & Safety Bureau Chief 
Darin Reynolds/Construction Contracting Bureau Chief 
Dustin Rouse/Preconstruction Engineer 
Jim Skinner/Policy, Program, and Performance Analysis Bureau Chief 
Rob Stapley/Rail, Transit, and Planning Division Administrator 
Carol Strizich/Multimodal Planning Bureau Chief 
Matt Ulberg/LTAP 
Bob Vosen/District Administrator-Missoula 
Jim Wingerter/District Administrator-Great Falls 
File 


